
 



A complete and genuine
guide to your foodie journey 

Unboxings of Seoulmates
from all over the world

#SEOULBOX    
Calling all Seoulmates!
Post your unboxing for a
chance to win a special
BTS X Starbucks merch

LOVE YOURSELF
LIKE YOU STAN YOUR BIAS

This month we want to
focus on YOU. Open a
care package of cute
snacks and goodies
carefully curated to
give you a sweet feel-
good boost

Pringles Butter
caramel edition
A ramyun meal
designed for your
Korean birthday
Steam eye mask for
a relaxing night

Top Highlights
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3
BIRD'S EYE VIEW
WHAT'S INSIDE?
Here's your overview of this
month's box - our Signature
SeoulBox will be featured

4
TASTING GUIDE
FEED YOUR SEOUL

FEATURE
8 STAN LIKE YOU LOVE

YOURSELF
The latest self-love trend
in Korea, 'Pengsoo' & three
remarkable self-love tips

10
KNOW-HOW

KPOP PLAYLIST
Seoulmate-recommended
Kpop songs to feel good
about yourself

ENGAGE!

11 SEOULMATE'S TIME
Annyeong Seoulmate, happy
Valentine's month! It's a
pleasure to be sharing our
love with you this February.
We hope your 2020 has been
amazing and you'll continue
to see happiness every day.  
This month we wanted to
focus on connecting with our
Seoulmates and making sure
you are looked after well.

We have spent this winter
brainstorming about how to
craft a box that helps you
find the love and affection
you truly deserve. Here's our
thoughtful curation to warm
your heart up. From cozy
snacks to fun goodies to
even a heat pack, discover
what it means to truly love
yourself with SeoulBox!

"Love yourself, speak
yourself" - RM, BTS



SWEET SNACKS SAVORY SNACKS

DRINKS

TREATS

MEALTIME

GOODIES

SIGNATURE



Baked Cheese
Potato Chips

Sit back, relax and enjoy
your favorite TV series, with
a can of soda and these
funky chips. A delicate
cheese touch adds depth to
the flavors
It makes a perfect
combination with peanuts

감자칩�치즈맛

Oh!Yes Cream
Carrot Cake

Oh, Yes! Never say no again,
as your life is full of ups
and downs. A carrot cake
coated in milk chocolate
Place it in a mug and pour
milk over it. Microwave for 1
minute. Enjoy with a spoon

오예스�당근�크림치즈

Pringles Butter
Caramel Flavor

Once you pop a Pringles, the
fun don’t stop. Boost your
happiness with this special
edition. Potato magic packed
with delightful butter
caramel flavors
Oddly goes well with ice
cream (especially vanilla!)

프링글스�버터카라멜

SIGNATURE
시그니쳐



Gosomi

‘Gosomi’ is a slang term. It
means ‘to sue anybody who
insults you’. With this sweet
coconut-sesame sugar
biscuit, don’t let anyone put
you down
Spread peanut butter or
Nutella. It brings the taste
to the next level

고소미

Chamomile Tea

A mellow, honey-like
sweetness in the cup with
gentle hints of apple
Steep in 180ml of hot water
and allow it to brew for 2
minutes

캐모마일�삼각티백

TwoTuckGom
Tea Coaster

A cute coaster featuring
TwoTuckGom, Monsta X's
signature characters
A day you feel like having a
cuppa and cake? Let the
worries go away and warm
tea soothe your heart

투턱곰�차받침

Kancho

A chocolate cookie ball with
lots of love inside. Crumbly
biscuit filled with creamy
chocolate, love will blossom
every time you pick it up
Serve it with a bowl of milk
and have it as cereal

칸쵸

Ppasae

‘Ppasae’ is a Korean word of
support or encouragement.
Crunching this airy snack
will let all of your stresses
go away
Extra crispy and a bit salty,
it's a perfect companion for
your beer or can of pop

빠새

Miyeokguk
Ramyun

Miyeokguk is a soup made
of beef and Miyeok (sea
mustard) which you eat on
your birthday. Celebrate
today as if it’s your birthday
with the Miyeokguk ramyun
Pour boiling water to the
line. Brew it for 2 minutes

쇠고기�미역국�라면

DELUXE
딜럭스

My Chew~
Chewing Candy

A fruity caramel with a hint
of spring flavors. Sweet, soft
and subtle, it leaves a
delightful aftertaste
Feel tired mid-afternoon?
This cute candy will give
you moral support

마이쮸�츄잉캔디



Heim Blossom

Your days will bloom with
this cherry pink wafer. A
spring edition of the ‘Heim’
series filled with flowery
strawberry-cherry tastes
Place in the fridge for a
couple of hours to make the
most of its wafer texture

하임�블라썸

Freshberry

A piece of cake for your self-
care day. Light strawberry
shortcake with a hint of
raspberry jam cream
Add a spoonful of strawberry
jam as a cherry on top

후레쉬�베리

Choco Chip Rice
Cake Cookie

As the 2020 Year of Mouse
is yours, we’ve prepared
this mouse-themed sweet
for you. Crumbly rice cookie
with chocolates dotted
around
Microwave the snack for 10
to 15 seconds

쫀득�초코칩

Rice Pops

A popped cracker made
with organic rice,  beet,
strawberry, and blueberry.
Enjoy a mindful snack
time with this organic and
colorful rice pop
Try with cocoa to have a
winter luxury teatime

유기농�라이스팝



Peach Almonds

An almond bursting with
peach flavors. Feel our
K-love prepared just for you
Mix it up with dried fruits –
what a cute cheer-up
package for your movie
night!

복숭아맛�아몬드

Strawberry Milk
Marshmallow

You deserve warm heart-to-
heart messages. Airy, soft
and light, this candy
delivers cute Korean words
to cheer up your soul
How many of the Korean
messages can you read?

말랑카우�딸기우유

Lemon Balm Tea

A cup of mint tea. A tasty
blend of brisk and tart
flavors, packed with lots of
amazing benefits for your
body like calming down
anxiety and improving
focus
Brew tea bag and stir in a
teaspoon of raw honey

레몬밤�차

Bear Steam
Eye Mask

A genuine crossover
between the steam pack
and eye mask to soothe
your night. Relax your hard-
working eye muscles
Peel off the film and wear
the mask. It will last for 30
to 40 minutes

베어스팀�아이마스크

Mini Hot Pack

A hot pack to warm up your
body and soul. What an
essential self-care goody
for this season!
Peel off the film and stick it
on your clothes. 100% safe
as it won’t go above 53°C,
but please feel free to take
it off if you feel too hot

미니�핫팩

Parae Seaweed

Freshly roasted seaweed
made of ‘Parae’, a unique
kind of seaweed famous for
its light and crispy texture.
Grilled twice with love
Stick wet rice papers on
both sides of the seaweed
and fan-fry with lots of oil.
Sprinkle salt to your taste

만전�파래김

Korean Sticker

A pack of stickers themed
around cheer-up lines
Decorate your mug,
pen or laptop with these
cute, little lines. Koreans
always give you this kind of
warm moral support

한글�문구�스티커

Supremo Royal
Hazelnut Coffee

A flavored coffee blend with
the buttery, rich taste
of toasted hazelnuts. Bitter
coffee with a sweet cookie -
the beauty of life, right?
Mix with 140ml of cold or
hot water. Serve with your
Freshberry cake

수프리모�로얄�헤이즐넛�커피



Pengsoo, a new idol of
2019, shows that to ‘be
yourself’ has been a
core theme of self-love
among Koreans. (Pic 1)
It’s a giant penguin
who made its way to
become a superstar
among young adults.
Its Instagram feed is
full of blunt, yet
refreshing posts. Find
your biases taking a
shot with it! (Pic 3
featuring Twice)

2019 was a glamorous
but tough year for Kpop
fans and idols. Behind
the hype of new songs,
tours     and debuts,
tragic suicides of stars
shined a light on
mental health issues
Korea's going through.
In this month of love    
 we shall share a couple
of self-love tips to
support your happy life
and emotional well-
being. (Pic 2)

STAN LIKE YOU LOVE YOURSELF
Three Remarkable self-love tips from Korea

Jibsooni
1-month challenge
Sohwakhaeng

Be yourself, express
yourself, and free
yourself. What a great
movement of self-love
inspiration! Does it
appeal to you as well?
 
Here are three tips to
love yourself and boost
your self-esteem in this
brand-new Korean way!
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Jibsooni [집순이] is a
Korean slang term for
homebody      It used to
have negative feelings.
However, the recent
movement to ‘be
yourself’, combined
with self-revelations of
homebody celebrities,
changed the trend!
Nowadays, enjoying
me-time at home is
common in Korea. (All
in all, who doesn’t like
streaming favorite MVs
with super-fast WiFi?
Even better, you can
have unlimited Korean
snacks!      ) (Pic 4)

If you have wanderlust,
the 1-month challenge
[한달 살기] is a great
way to love yourself.
Initially, it only referred
to living in Jejudo, an
island      famous for
beautiful flower fields
and tasty local foods.
(Pic 5) Nowadays,
Koreans try visiting
other countries and
cities when possible.
From sunny beaches to
exotic cuisines, it’s a
perfect chance to free
yourself. How about
trying a 1-month
challenge in Korea?

Sohwakhaeng [소확행]
is a way to go for
Koreans who are too
busy or tight in the
budget for the 1-month
challenge. It translates
into ‘small but certain
happiness’; happiness
in little things you find
from daily life. It can be
anything – from writing
a journal      with a cute
pen (Pic 6) to having
Tteokbokki while
watching Kdramas –
that can boost your
mood up. Stan yourself
with these 3 Korean-
inspired tips!
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Air Fryer is a must-have for foodies in
Korea nowadays.
From cheesy corn
bake to juicy Kimchi
BBQ, Koreans love
to put everything
into the machine. An
exclusive tip for Seoulmate: upgrade
your Chocolate Chip Rice Cake Cookie!
'180°C for 3 minutes' is a magic spell

KPOP PLAYLIST FOR YOU-MOMENT

While you're waiting for the
spring, a hot pack is a perfect
remedy for cold hands. It'll
warm up your heart as well

4 MUST-HAVES FOR YOURSELF

Feel too lazy to get out of bed
but cannot give up a cuppa,
snacks, and vlogs? Grab the
best of both worlds with a bed
tray. Super popular in Korea

Turn your room into
a cozy cinema
with a mini beam
projector! Streaming
your choreography playlist
or binge-watching Kdramas? Its
widescreen will make your experiences
much more colorful and vivid

KPOP PLAYLIST FOR YOU-TIME
01. LOVE MYSELF | BTS | @pelinasl
02. YES I AM | MAMAMOO | @hx8903
03. NO ONE | LEE HI | @kadz76
04. FLASH | X1 | @twayzeewee
05. MIROH | STRAY KIDS | @amy.liuuu
06. STAY | BLACKPINK | @hanaaryanaa
07. RUN AWAY | TXT | @ryhanna_razak
08. LION | (G)I-DLE | @jessycalolo

09. PSYCHO | RED VELVET | @yuexinhu_
10. JUST RIGHT | GOT7 | @hxr_pxr
11. FEEL SPECIAL | TWICE | @charm.dalu_
12. LIFE IS SO BEAUTIFUL | SF9 | @holykpop
13. WAY BACK HOME | SHAUN | @peachex_
14. DEAR ME | TAEYEON | @rama.zmiro
15. ANSWER | ATEEZ | @chita_prr
16. ENERGETIC | WANNA ONE | @unboxyourseoul

 ★ Recommended by Seoulmates @unboxyourseoul!



@alracairam @jessica_lynnpal @joevee_tee

@travellingirlmeg@uog.ksoc@shizzlefojizzle

SEOULMATE PHOTOZONE
It's Seoulmate that completes SeoulBox!

Massive thanks for sharing your unboxings

Share your unboxing on
social media #seoulbox

 

You will have a chance 
to get one of the cute

BTS X Starbucks collab
Korea-limited goodies!

IT'S YOUR TIME!




